Occasional Newsletter

Over 100 locations globally, praying for 10,000

- Explore the map.
- Not on the map? Add your location.
- Did you know that the US needs over 24,000 church plants, of any kind, every year, just to keep up with population growth?

Simplified Simple Church Training Scheduled for late 2016

- Both PhaseONE and PhaseTWO are schedule for an update.
- Imagine, making it more simple!

What is a Fusion Gathering?
- Fusion gatherings happen when Simple Churches, who are geographically close together, get together in a park-like setting for fellowship, sharing, food, and worship. It is like a family reunion - a small taste of Heaven.
- This Fusion happened in England.

Simple Church Global Network :: a house church planting network
SimpleChurchAtHome.com
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